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Message from the Co-Directors
Joanne Schroeder, Director of Partnerships and Community Engagement
Nicole Vaugeois, Director of Advancement and Strategic Initiatives
The World Leisure Center of Excellence had another very productive year of
activity. We kicked off the year by sending a contingent of Faculty and students to
attend the World Leisure Congress in Mobile, Alabama where we networked with
the other Centers of Excellence, presented a report to the WLO Board, gave
numerous presentations and engaged in the first WLCE fieldschool. Launched in
2014-15, the WLCE joined forces with another World Leisure Centers of Excellence
at BREDA (Netherlands) to host a successful international field trip in Mobile
Alabama where they learned about City revitalization through leisure.
Sharing knowledge on innovation and sustainability is the central focus of the
WLCE at VIU. We were able to bring in five international visiting scholars to
interact with our students, faculty and community including Dr. Kiran Shinde
(India), Dr. David Weaver (Australia), Dr. Jarkko Saarinen (Finland), Dr. Karla
Henderson (USA), and Dr. Jerome Singleton (Canada). These scholars, combined
with a number of speakers at our innovation infusion events, shared expertise on
a wide range of topics related to leisure and sustainability.
Our Master of Arts in Sustainable Leisure Management was fully subscribed once
again with students from around the world. These students were exposed to our
visiting scholars and engaged in field trips in the Vancouver Coast region where
they learned about a range of sustainability issues and projects underway in mid
and large cities. We were also able to celebrate the new knowledge gained by a
number of our students in successful thesis presentation events and at
convocation.
To date, the Centre has successfully met the goals of our prior strategic plans with
very limited resources. Now that the Centre is established, well known, and networked internationally, we are ready
to set our sights on larger and more complex activities to expand the reach and impact of our work. To that end, we
are grateful that Dr. Dave Twynam, Dean of the Faculty of Management has provided some support to enable Joanne
to work on the Centre activity this year, and once again would like to thank the Campus Career Centre VIU Work
Opportunities fund for supporting our Research Assistants. We will begin the development of a 3 year strategic plan
and then seek resources to enable us to achieve new initiatives.
In 2015-2016, we look forward to planning new initiatives such as the sustainability learning series and the solutions
series. These initiatives will further our education and service mandate allowing more people to become exposed to
the themes of the Center and to engage with our faculty, students and community partners. Strengthened community
engagement and enhanced strategic partnerships will drive the work of the Centre into the next year and we look
forward to doing that with our students, our visiting scholars, the WLO and the collaboration with other Centers of
Excellence around the globe.
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About the Centre
The core themes of the Center
include:

Sustainability
Questioning the relationship between
leisure and sustainability,
determining the level of
sustainability of the leisure industry
and inviting and monitoring new
models and approaches to enhance
sustainability.

Innovation
Rethinking the systems and
structures that have evolved across
the globe, creating a culture of
innovation where new ideas emerge
and flourish, and measuring the
impact of innovation on
sustainability efforts.

The World Leisure Center of Excellence in Sustainability and
Innovation in Leisure brings together established and emerging
scholars from around the globe to share innovative ideas, engage in
dialogue and collaborate in research and teaching”.
On September 15th, 2009, a partnership was created between the
World Leisure Organization and Vancouver Island University
(VIU) to establish a Centre of Excellence with a focus on innovation
and sustainability in leisure management. The WLO definition
identifies a Centre of Excellence (COE) as an international postgraduate program with research and service elements and the
agreement states visiting scholars as an integral part of the program.
The work of the Center includes:
1. Creation of a network of scholars from academic, government, and
practice to form a community of practice that engages in dialogue on
sustainability and innovation in leisure;
2. Collaborative scholarship on sustainability and innovation in
leisure including research projects, learn abroad opportunities, and
interactive media;
3. Delivery of a Masters degree in Sustainable Leisure Management
at Vancouver Island University where emerging scholars learn about
the core thematic areas of the Center while engaging in dialogue with
partners within the network.

The Centre invites engagement from
scholars, students and practitioners to
explore these themes further in
research, service or teaching.
WLCE Committee members:
Nicole Vaugeois, Joanne Schroeder,
Suzanne de la Barre, Grant Murray,
Ken Hammer, Aggie Weighill
More information on:

www.worldleisureviu.org
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Our Education Initiatives
Master of Arts in Sustainable Leisure Management
THE MASTER OF ARTS IN SUSTAINABLE
LEISURE MANAGEMENT AT
VANCOUVER ISLAND UNIVERSITY IS
ENTERING ITS FIFTH YEAR OF THE
GRADUATE DEGREE. THE PROGRAM
HAS PROVEN TO BE ATTRACTIVE TO
STUDENTS WITH AN ENROLLMENT OF

25 STUDENTS IN 2014-15. IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE WORLD
LEISURE ORGANIZATION THIS
PROGRAM INSPIRES A GLOBAL
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT AS WELL AS
INSTRUCTION FROM INTERNATIONAL
SCHOLARS AND VIU FACULTY.

Update from Dr. Aggie Weighill, Chair and Graduate Coordinator
The Master of Arts in Sustainable Leisure Management (MASLM)
program continues to thrive and evolve at VIU. We have continued our
efforts to promote the program domestically and internationally –
resulting in a 2015 cohort that includes 20 international students (from 6
different countries) and 5 domestic students. These efforts will continue
with a particular focus on the Americas and the African continent.
The only major change that we have already made to the program is
increasing the time to completion form 16 months to two years. However,
we are excited to be moving additional program changes through our
internal approval systems that (if approved) will allow us to offer a
credential to students who are successful in coursework but not at
completing a thesis. The proposed changes will also help to ensure that
we are providing a rigorous graduate level education with graduates that
are strong ambassadors of VIU and World Leisure.

During completion of the program, students:










acquire a broad interdisciplinary knowledge of concepts, models and issues relating to the field of leisure;
analyze sustainability issues by integrating social, environmental and economic perspectives;
develop and critique policies and practices that advance sustainability goals;
apply strategies to influence change and innovation at the community, regional, national and international levels;
conduct applied research on specific leisure, innovation, and sustainability topics;
develop capacity to actively engage in knowledge creation and mobilization approaches and strategies;
engage with diverse stakeholders on complex leisure and sustainability issues; and,
formulate a personal and professional commitment to strategic and innovative leadership practices in sustainable leisure
services.

Sustainable Leisure Management:
Graduate Cohort – 2014-2015
Shobhit Bajaj, Rio Bates, Lakshit Bhanot, Seif
Borgi, Avneesh Desai, Huazhao Haung,
Wenziao Jia, Harpreet Kaur, Ying Ma, Dany
Manuel, Sabyasachi Sahoo, Viraj Shreyakar,
Jeff Wahl, Haina Wan, Hugh Weir, David
Woodward, Jiatan Wu, Xiao Xie, Zhen Xie,
Xiaoli Yan, Lingfei Yu, Boxin Zhao, Yunjian
Zhong.
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Innovation Infusion Events
THE INNOVATION INFUSION SERIES BRINGS TOGETHER STUDENTS AND FACULTY TO

LEARN

ABOUT INNOVATIVE IDEAS RELATED TO LEISURE AND SUSTAINABILITY.

Dr. Kiran Shinde, Bharati Vidyapeeth University, India
Visited VIU September 16-28, 2014
Dr. Kiran A. Shinde works as Principal of Bharati Vidyapeeth University College of
Architecture, Pune, India. He holds a Ph.D. from Monash University, Australia and has
obtained two Masters Degrees: one in Urban Management from Asian Institute of
Technology, Thailand and one in Urban Planning from CEPT University, India. He has
worked in multidisciplinary areas and taught at several institutions in Australia, Thailand,
Cambodia and India.
His research interests include spatiality of tourism, urban planning, and cultural heritage.
Besides authoring a book, he has published over 30 scholarly papers on various aspects
related to religious tourism, sacred landscapes, and environmental issues in pilgrimage
sites. He has been invited to speak at conferences in Turkey, Australia, Portugal, Singapore,
the UK and US. His research papers are published in refereed journals including
GeoForum, Space and Culture, Current Issues in Tourism, International Journal of Tourism
Research, Event Management, Tourism and Hospitality: Planning and Development and in edited books published by
Elsevier and Cambridge. Currently he is investigating urban planning in six pilgrimage sites in the state of Maharashtra in
India.

Dr. David Weaver, Griffith University, Australia
Visited VIU December 3-16, 2014

David Weaver is Professor of Tourism Research at Griffith University, Australia, and has
published more than 120 journal articles, book chapters and books. He maintains an active
research agenda in sustainable destination management, ecotourism, and resident
perceptions of tourism. Current projects include the articulation of ‘enlightened mass
tourism’ as an outcome of asymmetrical synthesis between mass and alternative tourism.
Professor Weaver has contributed extensively to leading journals such as Annals of
Tourism Research, Tourism Management, Journal of Travel Research and Journal of
Sustainable Tourism. His other widely adopted textbooks include Ecotourism (Wiley
Australia), Encyclopedia of Ecotourism (CABI), and Sustainable Tourism: Theory and
Practice (Taylor & Francis). He is a Fellow of the International Academy for the Study of
Tourism and has delivered numerous invited keynote addresses around the world on
innovative tourism topics. Dave is a dual Canadian-Australian citizen and has conducted
research in Australia, Canada, the Caribbean and elsewhere.
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Dr. Jarkko Saarinen, University of Oulu, Finland
Visited VIU January 17-31, 2015
Jarkko Saarinen is Professor of Human Geography (2003), at the University of Oulu,
Finland, and Senior Research Fellow (2011) at the School of Tourism and Hospitality,
University of Johannesburg. Previously he has been Professor of Tourism at the University
of Botswana, Associate Professor of Nature-Based Tourism at the University of
Lapland/Finnish Forest Research Institute and Director of a National Park in Lapland.
He is currently the Vice-President of the International Geographical Union (IGU) and
Associate Editor in the Journal of Ecotourism and serves several editorial boards. In 2013
he received Association of American Geographer’s (AAG) Roy Wolfe Award. His recent
publications include books: Nordic Tourism (2009, with Hall and Muller), Sustainable
Tourism in Southern Africa (2009, co-edited with Becker, Manwa and Wilson), Tourism and Change in the Polar Regions
(2010, co-edited with Hall) and Tourism and Millennium Development Goals (2012, co-edited with Rogerson and Manwa).

Dr. Karla Henderson, North Carolina State University, USA
Visited VIU February 23-March 6, 2015
Karla A. Henderson is Professor in the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Management at North Carolina State University. She has given presentations throughout
North America, South American, Africa, Europe, Asia, and Australia, and publishes
regularly in journals in the field. The topics of research are women and leisure, health and
physical activity, youth development and organized camps, aging well, and curriculum
development. She was co-editor of Leisure Sciences for seven years.
Dr. Henderson has served as president of the Society of Park and Recreation Educators;
American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance Research
Consortium; and Academy of Leisure Sciences. She has served on state, national, and
international boards and is a member of the Academy of Leisure Sciences, American
Academy of Parks and Recreation Administrators, and the World Leisure Academy. Dr.
Henderson was awarded an honorary Doctor of Science degree from the University of
Waterloo in Ontario, Canada.

Dr. Jerome Singleton, Dalhousie University, Canada
Jerome F. Singleton, PhD, CTRS is a professor in the Recreation and Leisure studies
department in the School of Health and Human Performance at Dalhousie University. He
graduated from the University of Waterloo with a Bachelor of Recreation honours degree
then completed his Masters of Science degree in Recreation at Pennsylvania State
University and his PhD in Leisure Studies at the University of Maryland. He also
completed the academic requirements for a Doctorate Certificate in Gerontology at the
University of Maryland.
Currently Dr. Singleton teaches courses in the area of Therapeutic Recreation and Aging at
Dalhousie University. He was made a Fellow of the World Demographic Association in
2006 and was named Canadian Therapeutic Recreation Association Professional of the
Year in 2007. Dr. Singleton is currently a Research Associate with the Dalhousie European
Center of Excellence and his research is focused in the area of Leisure and Aging.
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Dr. Moniek Hover, NHTV University for Higher Education, Netherlands
Dr. Moniek Hover is Professor in Storytelling at NHTV University for Higher Education
(Breda, the Netherlands), where she teaches in the applied and the academic bachelor and
master programs in the field of leisure and tourism. At NHTV she leads the research
program line of storytelling, leisure experience and consumer behavior. Moniek received
her Ph.D. in 2013 for an embedded case study of “The Efteling as a ‘Narrator’ of Fairy
Tales”. Since 2009, together with the Creative Director of the Efteling, she leads the
Efteling Academy, a unique talent development program for students in the field of
storytelling, brand development and performance. With multidisciplinary NHTV teams,
she provides storytelling-based consulting projects in the field of leisure and tourism. Her
projects involve experience concepts and events related to the international Van Gogh year
in 2015 and to the commemoration of the 500th anniversary of the painter Jheronimus
Bosch’s death in 2016.
In her presentation, Dr. Hover discussed storytelling (as a human phenomenon) and the
role it plays in bringing about meaningful (leisure) experiences. Outcomes of research into the experience of visitors of the
Anne Frank House in Amsterdam in relation to the various applications of (implicit and explicit) storytelling were presented.

Dr. Rob Abbott, BC Ministry of Environment
Rob Abbott is the first-ever Executive Director of Business Strategy for the Ministry of
Environment, in British Columbia. Previously, he was Executive Director of Carbon
Neutral Government and Outreach with the Province of B.C.’s Climate Action Secretariat.
In this latter role, he led the Provincial Government’s efforts to innovate in the design and
delivery of services to progressively reduce greenhouse gas emissions and leverage the
learning and expertise that flows from that work into the wider economy. He also oversaw
provincial stakeholder engagement and local government activities related to climate
action, notably the Climate Action Charter.
Rob is committed to new forms of stakeholder identification and engagement - dialogue,
deliberation and the co-creation of solutions that go far beyond the normal "announce and
defend" style too common in natural resource decisions. Done well, he believes this can
change the operational and competitive space within which decisions at the heart of the
energy/environment/economy nexus are made. An increasingly large focus of Rob’s work
is the way in which trust (self-trust, relationship trust and organizational trust) must be
created to enable the collaboration that will create and accelerate the ideas that can
transform our communities and society.

Sustainability Learning Series
The WLCE is expanding its education and service
mandate by introducing a new sustainability learning
series. This series offers the experience to explore
sustainability innovation within communities using
field based learning. Whether it is learning about
aboriginal tourism innovators, active transportation and
trail networks, healthy and active aging or resilience
initiatives in island regions – the learning series aims to
bring together practitioners, students and academics to
learn together – in places. Learn more about these and
how to get involved in 2016.
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Solution Series Labs: A Success Story
Changing the Conversation was the theme of four community engaged Solution Series Labs that took place this past year
in Nanaimo under the World Leisure Centre of Excellence. Over 120 participants were involved in conversation that
challenged the current status quo when it came to complex social issues that required inter disciplinary approaches and
expertise to look at leisure based solutions. Practitioners from the private, public and not for profit sector participated as
well as educators and both under graduate and graduate students.
Four Solution Series Labs
1.) Accessing Leisure Access in Aquatics: City of Nanaimo Aquatic staff and Management
2.) A Framework for Recreation 2015: City of Nanaimo Program Coordinators and Directors, Health Advocacy
professionals and member from youth advocacy organizations
3.) Tourism Product Development and Recreation Opportunities: Tourism and Recreation Professionals (representing all
sectors) graduate and undergraduate students. This was a two session workshop.
Plans are currently in place to carry on the conversation through Innovation Labs with stratACTION plans to emerge for
2015/16.

For more information contact Joanne Schroeder joanne.schroeder@viu.ca

SLM Students as Change Agents – Select Field Experiences

In the SLM program, students are provided
with the opportunity to apply themselves in
field based situations to deepen their
learning. These experiences vary widely
from attending international conferences,
study tours, to doing internship with
international organizations and more.

Michele Greene – Office of Environment and
Sustainability at VIU
Michele Greene did her field experience with the Office
of Environment and Sustainability at Vancouver Island
University. She developed an info graphic to
communicate her learning and what she plans to do with
her new knowledge. Michelle was involved in a number
of initiatives on campus ranging from webinars on
recycling, finding sustainability practices for the
newsletter, doing demonstrations on a hand crank
smoothie to curating sustainability events in Nanaimo.
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Inaugural Field School, Mobile, Alabama, USA
THEME: BUILDING A LIVEABLE CITY THROUGH LEISURE: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
The World Leisure Centers of Excellence (WLCE) are organized as international graduate programs with research and service elements
supporting their education mandate. Such centers provide a unique opportunity for graduate students from throughout the world and
leisure educators, researchers and professionals to come together at one venue during the World Leisure Congresses to participate in
and/or contribute to the offering of a field school. There are currently four WLCE: Arizona State University (USA), Vancouver Island
University (Canada), NHTV Breda University (Netherlands) and Deusto University (Spain).

From September 6-13th, 2014, 8 students from Vancouver
Island University, Canada and NHTV Breda University,
Netherlands participated in the inaugural fieldschool for the
WLCE’s for credit at their own institutions. The students
engaged in a case study to critically examine the conditions
and opportunities for downtown leisure revitalization in
order to revitalize the downtown area of Mobile Alabama
and the role of individuals as well as public, private
(entrepreneurship, small business development), and nonprofit institutions. Using multiple disciplinary insights of
leisure studies and related study areas (e.g. sustainable urban
development, sustainable transport, city and community
development, quality of life) and relying on various
international backgrounds and knowledge, students
investigated to what extent Mobile offered the right
conditions for meaningful leisure experiences and social
interaction for a mix of generations, and which opportunities and improvements might stimulate spaces and places to actually function
as central urban meeting areas.

Photo: Students involved in the Mobile, Alabama fieldschool and young peoples
book on leisure

Learning in the Vancouver Island Region
The MA program engages students in numerous field based learning opportunities. In
2014, the Case Studies in Sustainability course focused on innovative sustainability
practices in mid-sized cities where 26 students visited Courtenay, Port Alberni, Duncan
and Victoria for a week in November. Accompanied by Nicole
Vaugeois, Pete Parker, Monica Shore and Laurel Sliskovic, the group
engaged with a wide range of organizations including heritage sites
like McLean’s Mill, city officials in Port Alberni, the Downtown
Revitalization Association in Courtenay, Mount Washington, Park
planners in the Cowichan Valley Regional District, the Economic
Development office in Cowichan, Sustainability planners in the
Capital Regional District, and staff from BC’s Climate Action
Secretariat among others. Students also accompanied Suzanne de la
Barre on a similar learning experience in January in the Vancouver
region where they learned about how a number of organizations and
leaders are creating positive change for the City. Photos: Bottom
right, students at Merridale Cidery, and above, taking a break in
Cowichan Bay.
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Our Research Initiatives
World Leisure Congress, Mobile Alabama
Vancouver Island University was well represented at the 2014
World Leisure Congress in Mobile, Alabama Sept 6 - 11, 2014.
The delegation from VIU included Dave Twynam and four
faculty members - Nicole Vaugeois, Joanne Schroeder, Aggie
Weighill and Pete Parker. Seven students also attended, many
participating in the first Fieldschool offered as a joint initiative on
Livable Cities by the World Leisure Centers of Excellence.
VIU’s involvement at the Congress kicked off with a presentation
on the WLCE@VIU to the World Leisure Organization’s Board by
Dr. Nicole Vaugeois, and Faculty of Management Dean Dr. Dave
Twynam. Feedback from the Board on the Centre’s Annual Report
was extremely positive; with particular enthusiasm for the
experiential components of the Master of Arts in Sustainable
Leisure Management and the Visiting Scholars program offered by
VIU.
Support for students’ involvement in a variety of experiential
opportunities was reinforced by five of the students participating
in a multi-centered field school co-coordinated by Joanne
Schroeder and former visiting scholar from the Netherlands, Olaf
Ernst.
Three students from the program gave conceptual presentations
on their thesis research; showcasing how graduate student
researchers can engage in meaningful applied research. Sreya
Kumar and Pranav Pesati both focused on lifestyle entrepreneurs
in amenity rich rural areas in BC and Caleigh Ellis’ presentation
focused on exploring inequities in recreation accessibility policies
and the potential need for a provincial framework.
VIU Recreation and Tourism faculty members were also active at
the World Leisure Congress. Beyond her role as a Board Member and field school coordinator, Schroeder challenged
delegates to reconsider how they view and speak of recreation suggesting a move from a benefits perspective to a
solutions perspective.
VIU faculty member Dr. Pete Parker shared his research on Users of Mount Royal Park in Montreal and Dr. Nicole
Vaugeois shared two projects on behalf of her research teams and another as a Director for the WLCE@VIU; a)
Modernizing systems to provide enhanced market intelligence to communities for tourism development decisions
(with Nichola Evernden and Laurel Sliskovic) b) Labour of love: Insights on the traditional craft trades sector in
Canada (with Monica Shore, Nichola Evernden, Pascale Knoglinger and Dr. Jenny Horn), and c) Rethinking
sustainability and innovation. Dr. Aggie Weighill shared MASLM graduate Kelcie Jessen’s research on capacity
building through voluntourism in Ghana.
Photos: Dr. Dave Twynam with Liane O’Keefe and Caleigh Ellis, below Sreya Kumar and Pranav Pesati before their presentation.
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Visitor Experience Study
Researchers: Dr. Nicole L. Vaugeois, Dr. Pete Parker, Laurel Sliskovic
(MA), and Nichola Evernden
Community partners: Tofino, Ucluelet, Cowichan Valley, Cumberland,
Port Alberni, Qualicum, Parksville, Nanaimo, Port McNeil, Port Hardy,
Campbell River, Courtenay.
The Visitor Experience Study has been an ongoing initiative where multiple
partners are working together to address the lack of locally available
market intelligence data on visitors to communities in the Vancouver Island
region. Started in 2013 as a Cooperative Education workterm by Nichola
Evernden under the supervision of Nicole Vaugeois, the project has now
expanded to include a significant number of communities in the Island
region. These destinations benefit by learning more about their visitors and
the experience they have while in the region. These data sets are analyzed
by Vancouver Island University and they are also available for students to
do additional analysis on as part of their MA program. The model was
shared at the International Travel and Tourism Research Conference this
June by Dr. Pete Parker winning the “Best visual presentation award”. The
model continues to expand with interest from BC’s resort municipalities as
well as from a tourism region in Ontario.
Best Illustrated Paper Award: International Travel and Tourism Research
Association Conference, Portland Oregon
Winner: Dr. Pete Parker, Vancouver Island University
Pictured with Pete: Dr. Cynthia Messer, Dr. Dan Erkkila, Dr. Sue Beeton, and Dan
Mishell
http://www.ttra.com/events/2015-conference-award-winners/
Above: One of the profiles that the
community receives after analysis at VIU.
Below: Nichola Evernden, The Sociable
Scientists working with communities
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Advancing BC Agritourism
Researchers: Dr. Nicole L. Vaugeois, Shannon Bence (MA) and Anna
Romanova (MA)
In 2015, the BC Ministry of Agriculture solicited Vancouver Island
University to undertake work to develop BC’s First Agritourism Manual. A
team was assembled to include two recent graduates of the MA Sustainable
Leisure Management program. Shannon Bence’s family owns a farm that is
involved in agritourism in the lower mainland area near Vancouver and
Anna Romanova conducted her thesis research on Agritourism in the
Cowichan Valley. The project resulted in a unique guidebook written to
farmers to assist them to design memorable, high quality visitor
experiences on their farms. The guidebook is already in high demand with
requests from the Cariboo Chilcotin region and the community of Creston,
BC to potentially delivery workshops to share the manual with a wider
audience. Nicole will be traveling to the National Extension Tourism
Conference in Galveston, Texas in October 2015 to share the development
of the manual with delegates in a session.

Whose story is told: Exploring destination narrative in two Ghanaian Communities
Researchers: Dr. Aggie Weighill & Natalie Drope (BTM)
This critical exploration of destination narrative resulted from a
comparison of case studies conducted as part of the VIU in Africa –
Ghana Research & Study Tour (2011-2013). The presentation at the
ATLAS Africa conference in Tanzania utilized the tourist gaze (Urry &
Larsen, 2011) as a theoretical framework to explore the role of the
visitor in the construction and sharing of a destination’s narrative.
The case study of Busua illustrated how tourists help shape the
characters of a community through the use of social media and tourist
guidebooks. While origins of characters such as “Frank the Juiceman”
(versus Frank who sells juice) are unknown, these individual have
become essential elements of Busua’s narrative and tourism
experience.
In contrast, the case study of Larabanga revealed the impacts of a
negative story arc and a community’s ability to address the issues and
thus work to change the story that visitors share.
The key messages of this project are that destinations (and tourism
operators) need to take an active role in the construction, maintenance,
and dissemination of their own stories as tourists are actively sharing
stories that are influencing the expectations and experience of those
who visit (and those who chose not to).
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Attracting Long Term Prosperity to Haines Junction, Yukon
Researchers: Dr. Nicole Vaugeois and Dr. Suzanne de la Barre
In the spring of 2015, the CAO of the Village of Haines Junction in Alaska, Keir
Gervais (BTM) contacted Vancouver Island University to discuss options to
engage his residents in dialogue about economic development opportunities.
After obtaining funding support from the Department of Economic
Development in Yukon, Nicole and Suzanne developed a 1.5 day workshop
which took place March 26-27, 2015. The workshop was well attended by
about 50 residents and area officials. Together, the facilitators moved the
participants through an engaging and highly successful process to determine
clear priorities to make Haines Junction more prosperous in the long term.
The top priority was to enhance their existing trail system to enable residents
and visitors to access the natural and cultural amenities in the area.
Photo below: Participants at the workshop debriefing their top priorities.

VIU's Corazon de Oro/Heart of Gold Project in Costa Rica
Researcher: David Robinson
The ‘Heart of Gold’ Project is an international community-university solidarity partnership between the Farm and
Agro-tourism Association of Los Santos (FAALS) cooperative in Costa Rica and professors and under-graduate and
graduate student interns from Vancouver Island University (VIU) planning and international programs. The FAALS
cooperative was created in 2004 to represent farm families in small farming communities of the Los Santos Region
of Costa Rica. Guided by cooperative inquiry workshops, FAALS operates with a well-established governance
structure and has elected association board members who lead and direct the association’s activities. The 40 families
in the five FAALS communities collaborate and share resources to strengthen small scale farming livelihood security
and resiliency in Los Santos. With planning support from VIU, FAALS seek to stabilize vulnerable farm economies
through innovative farm economic diversification that focuses on agro-tourism and eco-tourism business
development, and the creation of sustainable agriculture in their family farms and region. The project is currently
working on creating an agro-tourism business that will market the cooperatives newly developed 'Sky to Sea Ecotrail'; the trail combines adventure trekking with cultural activities and farm home-stays.
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Photo below: A crew of Los Santos farmers and student
volunteers from Vancouver Island University working on eco-

trail development in Naranjillo, 2015

Photo above: VIU student volunteers take a tico lunch with organic coffee farmers in Santa Marie de Dota, 2015

2015 Canadian Knowledge Mobilization Conference
Presenters: Joanne A. Schroeder and Seif Borgi
The Canadian Knowledge Mobilization Forum was founded in 2012 by Knowledge Mobilization Works to support a growing
international community in knowledge mobilization. The Canadian Knowledge Mobilization Forum (CKMF, May 2015) took
place in Montreal, Quebec. The conference was designed to encourage participant feedback, involvement, and networking. The
result was an innovative conference with an enthusiastic and engaged audience. The following poster was presented at the
conference highlighting our World Leisure Centre of Excellence Visiting Scholar Program as Innovative Practice. It was well
received and won the People’s Choice Award for creativity and innovation in education curricular design.
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Completed Masters in Sustainable Leisure Management Thesis Research

Anna Nehm: The Young Traveller Market in Canada: A Travel Motivation
Segmentation Study
Supervisor: Dr. Pete Parker. Co: Supervisor: Dr. Stephen Wearing. External Examiner:
Dr. Tara Duncan

Young travellers are highly visible in Canada and there is a well-developed industry that has
evolved in order to cater to the young traveller market. However, little research has been done
to determine young travellers' specific reasons for coming to Canada. The purpose of this study was (1) to identify the sociodemographics and psychographics of young travellers in Canada, (2) to identify the travel motivations of young travellers
in Canada, and (3) to assess if socio-demographics and psychographics affect travel motivations. Traveller, Backpacker and
Young Professional were the most common identities among young travellers in Canada who travel in order to experience
everyday life in another country, to build friendships with like-minded people from other countries, to meet local people
and characters, to enjoy & improve knowledge about Canada's physical settings and environment, to experience the local
culture and food, to broaden knowledge about the world and to experience things the local way. Overall, findings showed
that young travellers in Canada are not a homogenous group regarding their socio-demographics, psychographics and travel
motivations. Recommendations for Canadian tourism organizations and businesses were identified to help them market and
sustain youth as a travel segment.

Basemah Alhobishy: An Exploratory Study: Into the Factors Impeding Ethical
Fashion Consumption
Supervisor: Dr. Nicole Vaugeois, Co: Supervisor: Dr. Jamal Al-Khatib. External
Examiner: Linda Drury

In recent years, the fashion industry has become highly competitive, where fashion
firms compete not only on price, but also on their ability to produce and deliver new
trends to the markets. Consumers are changing their preferences at a frequent pace and
in particular, women revise their wardrobes often. This fast pace of fashion trends and the continuous demand for
new styles impacts social and environmental sustainability. Thus, ethical fashion is in search of solutions to address
sustainability issues associated with fashion production. Existing literature on ethical fashion indicates that
shoppers’ engagement in ethical consumption is still at a low level, some states that there is a gap between
consumers’ beliefs and their purchasing behaviours (Eckhardt, Belk & Devinney, 2010; Davies, Lee & Ahonkhai,
2012). Even though there is a widespread assumption that shoppers care about apparel sweatshops and demand
more ethical responsibility from fashion firms (Joergens, 2006), it is debatable if shoppers would sacrifice their own
personal needs to support ethically made apparel.
The purpose of this study was to examine the knowledge of Saudi females about the hidden politics behind corporate
brand names, and to explore their actual purchase behaviours to determine if these consumers have any ethical
intentions or constraints with respect to ethical fashion.
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Gordon Clark: The Potential Utility of Tourism Demand as an Indicator of Sustainable Development in
Tourism
Supervisor: Dr. Nicole Vaugeois, Co: Supervisor: Richard Porges, Research Manager
for Destination BC, External Examiner: Dr. Chris Choi
Indicators of the sustainable development of tourism are tools to represent, monitor
and manage issues of tourism development. Changes in indicators signal changes in
the intensity of issues and provide tangible information for the decision-making of
tourism destination management. Traditionally, indicators have focused on the
tourism industry, where tourist arrivals have been the primary indicator. As research
on indicators in sustainable tourism has developed, however, tourist arrivals are rarely addressed.
This study explores the possible uses of tourism demand in monitoring the sustainable development of tourism. In
a review of literature, it finds that tourism demand can be a causal and resulting impact of issues in sustainable
tourism relating to: transportation, crises, economic benefits, controlling tourists´ activities, and planning. With this
variety of issues in mind, this study concludes that tourism demand (and specifically, changes in tourism demand)
is a valuable indicator of tourism development, but that its potential value has not yet been realized in sustainabilityconcerned research.

Jake Skinner: Alternative Ferry Transportation: Visioning for the Southern Gulf Islands
Supervisor: Dr. Grant Murray, Co: Supervisor: Derek Masselink, External Examiner: Nick
Claxton
The purpose of this thesis was to explore an alternative vision of ferry transportation in
the Southern Gulf Islands (SGI). The SGI are the lower collection of Gulf Islands, located
in the Salish Sea, between Vancouver Island and mainland North America. In the region,
ferries play an essential role in providing access to several of the inhabited islands, as
there is no viable land or water-based alternatives. The primary provider of these
services is the BC Ferries Corporation, which is a private entity that is still heavily
subsidized by the government. Their recent financial deficits have come under scrutiny
from the Provincial government. This scrutiny is resulting in the “charting of a new
course” for BC Ferries. Meaning, one that is more fiscally responsible. There will be several route adjustments in
years to come, until full cost recovery is reached. In light of potential service reductions and fare increases, several
local organizations have been actively considering alternatives for their essential ferry services. Fourteen key figures
involved in projects, which were perceived by the researcher to be relevant to potential future non-BC Ferries
services, were interviewed for this thesis project. The interviews showed that participants were dissatisfied with BC
Ferries and that all were open to exploring a foot passenger service in the SGI. Several felt that the infrastructure
was in place to create this service, through the use of water taxis and the Capital Regional District's docks in the
region. However, there were concerns about how to finance such a project and whether Southern Gulf Islanders
would actually use a foot-passenger service. Ultimately though, the information conveyed that some participants
valued more control over ferry services, which they deemed as essential. Some also strongly felt that ferry services
should reflect the values and culture of the region and not be prescribed by the government.
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Kelcie Jessen: Voluntourism and its Influence on the Capacity Building of
the Host Community: The Case of Ghana
Supervisor: Dr. Aggie Weighill, Co: Supervisor: Dr. Angela Benson, External
Examiner: Dr. Stephen Wearing.
Volunteer tourism, or voluntourism, is a rapidly growing market that has expanded
beyond charitable organizations to commercial profit –making companies (Benson,
2010). However, the majority of the research has focused on the experiences and
motivations of the volunteer (Alexander, 2012; Brown, 2005; McIntosh & Zahra,
2007). Therefore, the benefits and potential harmful outcomes of voluntourism on
the host community remain unclear. The purpose of this study was to explore how
host communities experiences voluntourism and to evaluate if voluntourism influences the capacity of the host
communities. This qualitative case study will showcase Ghana, West Africa. The Wechiau Community Hippo
Sanctuary (WCHS) in the Upper West Region and the town of Busua in the Western region provide two different
examples of how the host community experiences and interacts with volunteers.
Findings suggest that volunteer organizations with long-term volunteers along with a high level of community
involvement in the volunteer projects developed more community capacity than organizations with shorter-term
volunteers and limited community involvement.

Liane O’Keefe: Facilitators of Outdoor Family Leisure: A Strengths-Based Case Study of East
Scarborough, Toronto, Ontario
Supervisor: Dr. Aggie Weighill. Co-Supervisor: Dr. Maureen Harington. External
Examiner: Dr. Charlene Shannon
Despite benefits to wellbeing, empirical research has shown that outdoor leisure
experiences are declining (Pergams & Zaradic, 2008). Within a Western context,
declining outdoor leisure has been linked to physical and psychological illness in
children (Gray, 2011; McCurdy, Winterbottom, Mehta, & Roberts, 2010). When
children are exposed to outdoor activities, they are likely to develop a preference
for spending time outdoors (Cheng & Monroe, 2012). The family has been
described as an important influence on children’s outdoor leisure experiences and
preferences (Beets, Cardinal, & Alderman, 2010). However, in the leisure studies
literature, research has predominantly focused on constraints to outdoor leisure
participation.
Using an exploratory case study methodology, this study was developed to investigate what enables families to
participate in outdoor family leisure and, thus, influence the outdoor leisure practices of their children. Drawing on
a strengths-based perspective, the findings broadened understandings of the perceptions, experiences, and
facilitators of outdoor family leisure in Ward 43 of Toronto, Ontario. Notably, outdoor family leisure was
predominantly purposive and participation was facilitated by a variety of intrapersonal, interpersonal and structural
influences. The findings of this study, while exploratory in nature, suggested that it might be worthwhile for
researchers and practitioners to make use of strengths-based perspective to investigate the context-specific leisure
facilitators that influence outdoor family leisure practices, preferences and participation.
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Manish Rathor: Sustainable Meetings: A comparative venue perspective exploring drivers, challenges, and impacts of sustainability programs for
meetings
Supervisor: Dr. Nicole Vaugeois, Dr. Tom Delamere Co: Supervisor: Sheila McKinley,
Green Meetings Inc. External Examiner: Dr. Leo Jago

The meetings industry, one of the largest and most lucrative industries within business tourism, is experiencing an
increasing demand for sustainable products and services. Despite this growth, the existing research on sustainable
meetings is somewhat limited. There is an evident gap in the literature not covering the actual process, drivers,
challenges, stakeholders, and key success factors in meeting industry’s adoption of sustainability practices.
Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to explore the understanding and inclusion of sustainable initiatives in the
meetings industry from the supplier’s perspective. The findings indicate that the importance of the triple bottom line
of sustainability has been recognized by the meetings industry as an essential business goal. The main drivers of
incorporating sustainability in the meetings industry were deemed to be competitive advantage, image
enhancement, cost savings, reduced environmental footprint, and altruism. Some of the barriers to incorporate
sustainability among the venues were a lack of education about sustainability, limited stakeholder commitment and
initial financial constraints. Lastly, a number of recommendations were identified to help the meetings industry
move forward such as providing training and education to their staff and the public, as well as implementing
additional sustainable practices to keep up with advances in the industry.

Maren Schullerus: Generation Y in Germany: Job Satisfaction through LeisureRelated Activities
Supervisor: Joanne Schroeder. Co Supervisor: Micki McCartney, and Dr. Michael Gehle External
Examiner: Dr. Martin Kiel

Existing research has shown that the job satisfaction of individuals born between 1979 and
1994, are influenced by different values than previous generations. Leisure is considered as one of the key values
unique to Generation Y. The purpose of this Master’s thesis was to examine whether and to what extent job
satisfaction among Generation Y employees in Germany is affected by leisure-related activities, such as flexibility,
work-life balance, development opportunities, personal web use, and workplace fun. To better understand the
influence of leisure on German Generation Y’s job satisfaction at work, the following research questions were
explored: 1) Do companies in Germany offer leisure-related activities, in order to accommodate leisure as a work
value?; 2) Do leisure-related activities affect job satisfaction among Generation Y employees in Germany?; 3) Which
leisure-related activity is the most effective method to satisfy Generation Y?; and 4) Are leisure-related activities
really the best method to satisfy Generation Y? This research used an online survey to collect primary data and the
analysis of a secondary data set. The major findings revealed that job satisfaction among German Generation Y
employees is more influenced by traditional work values than by leisure. However, some leisure-related incentives,
for example, having fun with colleagues, having balanced work- and personal lives or development opportunities,
showed a significant influence on participants’ job satisfaction levels. Some implications for practitioners in German
organizations were identified to help them sustain and retain their Generation Y talents sustainably.
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Pratik Chakravarty: A Comparative Analysis of Funding Models for Arts and
Cultural in the Cowichan Valley Regional District
Supervisor: Dr. David Robinson. Co: Supervisors: Kirsten Scrader and Dr. Pete Parker.
External Examiner: Eliza Gardiner
Arts and cultural vitality are key components of a region’s identity, and an important aspect
of a region’s economic development. It signifies a regions history, values and beliefs that
evolve over time. The Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD) is considering options for expanding its funding of
the arts and culture sector with the goal of nurturing the cultural vitality of the region. This research will create a
comparative analysis of funding models used by regional districts in the province of British Columbia for the purpose
of presenting options and engaging in a dialogue with cultural stakeholders in the CVRD. The comparative analysis
report will be used by the CVRD Arts and Culture Division to engage the CVRD Board of Directors in discussion of
establishing a new funding model to support ongoing development of arts and culture in the region.

Ivona Bucan: To go Green or Not to go Green: An Analysis of Hotel Choice
Decision-making
Supervisor: Dr. Pete Parker. Co: Supervisor: Dr. Rick Rollins. External Examiner: Dr. Dora
Smolcic Jurdana
Hotels have enormous growth potential for economic development. However, they
consume significant amounts of energy and water while generating waste and releasing
pollutants into the atmosphere. In order to minimize their impact on the environment,
many hotels have initiated various environmental ‘best practices.’ These efforts differentiate them from other hotels,
increase profitability, and help attract environmentally conscious visitors looking for ‘green’ certified products and
places. However, the underlying factors that influence guests’ decisions when choosing between green hotels versus
conventional, non-green hotels have not been fully explored. The aim of this research was to explore the formation
of visitor beliefs underlying their intentions to stay at a green hotel in Vancouver, using the theory of planned
behaviour (TPB) as a theoretical framework. An elicitation procedure was used to identify belief constructs since
beliefs cannot be transferred from population to population and from behavior to behavior. It showed that visitors
and non-visitors shared most of the beliefs that should be targeted in persuasive communication. This research
demonstrates that this type of qualitative study is applicable immediately, and can be used as a basic foundation for
all subsequent phases of the research and for communication whose goal is to encourage guests to stay at the
environmentally healthy properties.

Erin Heeney, our Master of Arts in Sustainable Leisure Management
graduate from the very first cohort (2012), became also the very first
published student in the program.
Her article "Connection and understanding: the basis of a positive mutual
gaze between residents of a small island developing state and a community
of multinational ocean cruisers" has been published in the World Leisure
Journal.
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Innovation Movies
This year, the WLCE and the MA students produced a series of
short 3-5 minute videos of innovative leisure practices from
around the world. These short videos profile practices that
range from turning a plaza in Philadelphia from an unused
space to a premier public space, green roof design in Victoria,
active transportation in Nanaimo to a marmot rescue program
at Mount Washington. These are all accessible on the WLCE
website as learning tools for others.
Photo: The screen capture of a video produced by Seif Borgi on the
Porch, an innovative transformation of public space in
Philadelphia.

Innovative Leisure Practices: Cases as Conduits between Theory and Practice

Case studies are a valuable way for researchers and practitioners to synthesize and share knowledge with external
audiences in a way that allows others to reflect, discuss and learn from approaches taken in other contexts. While
ample case studies can be found in areas such as management, sustainability, and community development, there
are far fewer cases available in leisure. At a time when new approaches and models are being piloted and learned
from in various contexts around the world, the leisure community is missing out on an opportunity to document and
learn from these innovations taking place.
The World Leisure Centre of Excellence at Vancouver Island University solicited case study proposals for inclusion
in an annual volume of Innovative Leisure Practices edited by Nicole Vaugeois, Pete Parker and Aggie Weighill. The
intent of the volume is to provide a forum for the exchange of innovative practices in leisure. Innovative practices
are defined as any unique, modern or promising approaches, strategies or techniques that have been used to address
current issues, opportunities or trends in leisure. These can be practices conducted at a societal, community, or
organizational level in either the field of practice or in leisure research.
The aim of the case studies is to share examples where research and practice connect in innovative ways to offer
solutions for common issues and opportunities in leisure. The volume will be shared widely via the network of
World Leisure Centres’ of Excellence as a free, downloadable resource for faculty, students and practitioners.
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The first volume will be released in December 2015 and will include the following cases:
1.

Community-Based Leisure Education & Low-Income Families by Chelsey Hiebert (Recreation
Opportunities Inc.), Moni Lowen (Recreation Opportunities Inc.) and Jacquelyn Oncescu, Vancouver Island
University, Canada

2.

‘Becoming Vincent’: a Case Study on the Narrative Concept linking Vincent van Gogh’s Heritage
Sites by Moneik Licia Calvi and Moniek Hover, NHTV University for Higher Education, Breda, the
Netherlands

3.

Robotics programming kids for leisure by Nicole Peel (The University of Western Sydney)

4.

Ecotourism, conservation, and community development: a case study of the Camrose Purple
Martin Festival by Glen T. Hvenegaard (University of Alberta) and Alanna Kaiser (Penn State)

5.

Improving the health of Cape Breton Island, one fourth grader at a time by Bettina Callary and Pat
Maher (Cape Breton University)

6.

Successful Winter Tourism Destinations: An Examination of The Forks National Historic Site,
Winnipeg, Manitoba by Amanda Johnson and Christine Van Winkle (University of Manitoba)

7.

Supporting informed destination development through visitor intelligence by Nicole Vaugeois, Pete
Parker, (Vancouver Island University) and Laurel Sliskovic, Nichola Evernden (The Sociable Scientists)

8.

Cumberland Mountain Biking as a means of economic development by Pete Parker (Vancouver
Island University)

9.

Aquatic Leadership Program by Anne Porteous, (Regional District of Nanaimo)

10.

Changing a Community’s Narrative: The Potential of Undergraduate Field Programs to Aid in
Community Tourism Development by Aggie Weighill (VIU)

SLM Student Awards and Scholarships
Diamond Jubilee Scholarship
Vancouver Island University (VIU) will award more than
$800,000 in prestigious scholarships through the Canadian
Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Scholarships (QES) program.
VIU’s Canadian partners include Nanaimo Foundation ($20,000
financial contribution); Parksville-Qualicum Foundation
($12,000 financial contribution), Commonwealth of Learning, K’omoks First Nation and the World Leisure
Centre of Excellence in Sustainable Leisure Management at VIU. Partners in Belize include the University of
Belize, Belize Institute for Local Development and the National Association of Village Councils.
With funding from the QES program, VIU will award scholarships to Canadian VIU students at the undergraduate
(12) and graduate (12) levels so they can participate in internships or academic study for periods of three to six
months in Belize. Scholarships will also be available to students from Belize (7) to complete one of VIU’s six
Master’s degree programs. Both inbound and outbound students will be selected based on the contribution of
their work to strengthening the resilience of coastal communities.
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Reading Circle: Overwhelmed
THE WLCE is always looking for innovative ways
to share knowledge about leisure and
sustainability. This year, we launched a very
successful initiative called a Reading Circle using
the book by Brigid Schulte, Overwhelmed.
Overwhelmed is a map of the stresses that have
ripped our leisure to shreds, and a look at how to
put the pieces back together. Schulte’s book
speaks to neuroscientists, sociologists and
hundreds of working parents to tease out the
factors contributing to our collective sense of
being overwhelmed, seeking insights, answers
and inspiration.
What is a Reading Circle?
A reading circle is a
group of people who
get together to
explore a topic in
further
detail
through the medium of books. The WLCE and Start Up Nanaimo co-sponsored a reading
circle in Nanaimo from January to the end of March where approximately 25 people
read the book, met and engaged in dialogue about the lessons learned. At the closing
event, we skyped Brigid in to share her perspectives and to hear our highlights.
Photo: Brigid Schulte on Skype at the closing event

Retirements and New Hires
After many years of contributions to Vancouver Island University, Dr. Ken Hammer decided to “redirect” his energies
leaving Vancouver Island University in the summer of 2015. Ken played a valuable role in the development of the
WLCE at VIU by assisting with the establishment of numerous MOU’s with international groups and institutions,
supporting graduate students and assisting in the hosting of our visiting scholars. Ken’s leadership will be greatly
missed in the Department but we know he will find ways to continue to contribute his energies to the advancement
of leisure. Ken received a Provost Award of Excellence for Innovative Teaching Practice at the Convocation
Ceremonies.
Rick Rollins was also awarded a Professor Emeritus designation at the Convocation event and we look forward to
many more years of engagement with him as well. Grant Murray has left Vancouver Island University for a promising
opportunity at Duke University, North Carolina. Grant contributed enormously to the successful launching of the MA
Sustainable Leisure Management degree and will be missed by everyone in the Department.
The Department would like to extend a welcome to three new hires in 2015 including Jacquelyn Oncescu and
Amanda Johnson, formerly from the University of Manitoba, and John Predyk from Vancouver Island University.
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Faculty and Staff in the Department of Recreation and Tourism Management
John Predyk, MBA
Email: John.Predyk@viu.ca

Suzanne de la Barre, Ph.D.
Email: Suzanne.delaBarre@viu.ca

Rick Rollins, Ph.D. (Emeritus Professor)
Email: Rick.Rollins@viu.ca

Tom Delamere, Ph.D.
Email: Tom.Delamere@viu.ca

Dave Robinson, Ph.D.
Email: Dave.Robinson@viu.ca

Rob Ferguson, MA
Email: Rob.Ferguson@viu.ca

Joanne Schroeder, MA
Co-Director, WLCE at VIU
Email: Joanne.Schroeder@viu.ca

Shelley Anne-Gajda Davies
Administrative Assistant
Email: Shelley-Anne.Gajda@viu.ca
Ken Hammer, Ph.D. (Adjunct Professor)
Email: Ken.Hammer@viu.ca

Grant Murray, Ph.D. (Adjunct Professor)
Email: Grant.Murray@viu.ca
Dave Twynam, Ph.D.
Dean, Faculty of Management
Email: Dave.twynam@viu.ca

Amanda Johnson, Ph.D.
Email: Amanda.Johnson@viu.ca

Nicole Vaugeois, Ph.D.
Co-Director, WLCE at VIU
Email: Nicole.Vaugeois@viu.ca

Sharon Kelly, MA
Email: Sharon.Kelly@viu.ca
Jacquelyn Oncescu, Ph.D.

Aggie Weighill, Ph.D.
Department Chair & Graduate Coordinator
Email: Aggie.weighill@viu.ca

Email: Jackie.Oncescu@viu.ca
Pete Parker, Ph.D.
Email: Pete.Parker@viu.ca

Research Assistants

Caleigh Ellis, Research Assistant
Seif Borgi, Research Assistant
Xinting Liang, Research Assistant
Thank you to our research assistants and the support of the Work Opportunities Fund at
Vancouver Island University. We could not do our work without you!
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